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Creative packaging is
more than a pretty visual, today’s
product-rich market requires talent and
strategic planning to catch a consumer’s eye.

Words: Lissa Poirot
Design: Carla Capin

Y

ears ago, while receiving my journalism degree at an artsy
communications school in Boston with a blue-haired, Docs-wearing,
Gen-X crowd, I took a lot of heat for carrying around a bottle of Evian
at all times, before bottled water was cool. My reasoning wasn’t to look
uptown; I just couldn’t get water from a soda machine in 1990 and I liked
it ice cold instead of from a tap.
But here we are, more than 15 years later, and I can now get icecold water from any vending machine, as well as convenience stores,
gas stations and fast food restaurants. But it’s not just Evian. I can
get Dasani, Poland Spring or FIJI, to name a few. Somewhere during
my freshman year at college and adulthood, the world caught on to
bottled water, a natural product that flows freely from the tap, and yet
consumers will pay dollars more for one version rather than another
because it’s deemed “better.”
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Above and far right images courtesy of Kristof Creative. Middle image courtesy of Lift Creative.

The brilliance of bottled water stems from brilliant package design, and
it’s a business that continues to shape the buying habits and trends of
consumers around the world.

Conquering Consumers
This brilliant world is a tough business on designers who literally have
seconds to catch a consumer’s attention and make them want to look
more closely. And once they do look, the package has to reveal to the
buyer that what is inside is far superior than the package containing a
similar product right beside it, a task even more difficult if the product
is service.
“The packaging is the first thing you see at retail. Good packaging will
hook the buyer almost immediately,” says Harry Moore of Harry Moore
Design in Orlando, FL.
Adds Michael Kristof of Kristof Creative near Nashville, TN, “Packaging
has to sell itself. It’s the salesman sitting on the shelf needing to grab
someone’s attention and there’s a lot of competition on that shelf.”
It’s a masterful use of color, fonts, script, imagery and shapes. And
design companies attempting to get noticed in a crowded product
market are thinking outside the box to capture the consumer’s blink of
an eye. Charles Armstrong, creative director at Spark Brand in Tampa,
FL, was thinking like a consumer when he created his patented new
packaging shape for cans, designed to save space and make packaging
and carrying easier.
“I created a triangular shape, which is more efficient than a fridge pack
because whenever you are filling circles into a rectangle you’re wasting
a lot of space. It was born out of necessity after the flimsy cardboard

handle on a pack of beer I was carrying tore off, spilling the cans all
over the ground. I found it very frustrating and archaic that we’ve been
around this long and still package beer and soda this way. This invention
allows for very sturdy handles, saves a can-and-a-half of space per 12
pack — which is significant in terms of shipping costs — and being an
unusual shape can grab a customer’s eye,” he says.

“The packaging is the first thing you
see at retail. Good packaging will hook
the buyer almost immediately...”
The idea was so significant that although Spark Brand is waiting for the
right client to unleash the design, Labatt Brewing Company is currently
utilizing a similar design (and potentially infringing on Armstrong’s
patent) for one of its product’s packaging in a highly touted and
successful 20-can “Mountain Pack.”
But, products jamming the shelves in a variety of shapes and sizes
is what makes thinking outside of the box often a literal necessity as
well. Kristof, who works with cosmetic brands, finds himself working on
packages so small there isn’t much room for design and labels, such as
those for beauty client J’.
“Their main source of selling was at craft fairs and that type of venue,”
he explains. “They had a booth and were setting out products but it’s
still difficult for anyone walking by to see a very small product. So we
went beyond creating a logo and a label, and created specific cards
that attached to the bottles, as well as postcard-size business cards.
Basically they were visual treatments with their logo and a positioning
line: ‘Beauty Lies Within.’ On the back we talked about the name, the
products offered, the benefits and the full contact information.”
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When service is for sale, creating a package involves creating a name
and a brand, which can take years for full consumer recognition and
loyalty, as well as return on investment (ROI). Spark owner, Michael
Peters, highlights the success of an engineering client, attributing it
to the branding created by his agency. What began as Engineering
Solutions Group with two small offices in Florida grew to eight
international offices within two years with its character logo and new
name: Ground Floor.

Bringing New Life
While designers get a thrill of creating new packaging concepts and
brands, package design firms also embrace the challenge of working
within an established brand with loyal consumers in an effort to redesign
and revitalize it. For Moore, the thrill of working in the confined spaces
of the Cheetos brand led to the sleek “reinventing the character and
design” of icon Chester Cheetah and package that has welcomed a new
generation of consumers.

“It’s not something you can do quickly or
without a good deal of strategic planning.”
“We call these projects revitalizations and repositionings,” says Beth
McPherson, partner at Atlanta-based Lift Creative. “In other words,
the product has been out there for awhile and it has met with some
competitive pressure, or is seeking changes in its consumer base.
It’s not something you can do quickly or without a good deal of
strategic planning.”
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Lift Creative received accolades from Graphic Design USA for its
revitalization of the soft drink Crush, creating a look that was “bold,
irreverent and orange” for Cadbury Schweppes’ Latin American market.
The design grabbed a young audience’s attention with bright colors and
oversized fonts, with “crush” being squeezed from the fruit with which
the drink was flavored. It was so successful, the company brought Lift’s
new design to the U.S.
No matter if a client brings in a new product or a company brings in
a product needing new life, designers relish the challenges of both.
“There’s pluses and minus on both sides,” says Kristof. “When you are
revamping existing products there are guidelines to follow, but you can
also look at it and review it, and know why it’s not working based on
what they had. When you are starting off new there is excitement from
knowing I can create what I want and make it great. The difficulty and
challenge comes from getting the client onboard and in agreement in
what it needs to be.”
Getting the client onboard depends on a level of trust. Will that client
hand over the reins of creative to the design team, or will he have his
own vision of packaging? Think of PepsiCo, which combined television
marketing and package design by giving contestants on Donald Trump’s
“The Apprentice” the chance to create its new Pepsi Edge packaging.
“Every client has preconceived notions, so one tactic that is helpful is
coming to understand what a customer expects and getting under his
radar to expand beyond those expectations,” says Armstrong.

Left image courtesy of Harry Moore Design. Above image courtesy of Kristof Creative.

Researching Design
Designers in the world of packaging must wear two hats: that of a
creative and that of a strategic planner. Market and consumer research,
watching competition, industry trends, marketing and advertising skills
are all needed to create the perfect package.
“I think the creative business takes a bad rap because folks think
we are just interested in pretty pictures,” says McPherson. “From our
perspective, we can’t get to the pretty pictures until we think through
what the goals of the project are and, more importantly, what a client
wants their brand to say to a consumer. And then, too, who is that
consumer? It’s really integral to know the consumer in order to create
and design something that will work. Sometimes that research process
as to who’s buying the product and who the client wants to buy the
product often takes more time than the actual creative itself.”
Continues Armstrong, “‘Design shop’ is a bad word in our company
these days. We’d like to be known as ‘strategic brand partners.’ We are
much more concerned with function before we approach form. Although
everyone here on the creative side comes from a very design-oriented
foundation, the concept is more important than everything first.”
Strategic planning begins with knowing exactly what the client expects,
what the market expects, what the target audience expects and what the
competition expects. After much research and analysis, designers have
to get clients to trust they’ve hired the right team to launch or relaunch a
product, with ROI difficult to gage or years away. One example of a great
design gone wrong was a new concept for Celestial Seasonings tea.
Faced with a total package overhaul, designers created a combination
of predominantly black packaging with shiny wrap. Reflection of

grocery store lights on the wrap caused buyers to miss the product. By
simply removing the wrap, sales increased. A simple solution, but most
designers find evidence of creatives’ effects on sales are not always so
cut and dry.
“It is very difficult to measure direct impact of packaging because
there are so many other factors involved,” says McPherson. “We may
do a great design and management likes it and everything is turning
out roses but when it actually hits the shelves, they are not seeing
sales increase, but if you search and search you find out that maybe
distribution of the product may not have gone as well as planned or
perhaps retailers did not give them the shelf space they had originally
planned for. It’s not a cop out, but it is quite a complicated procedure.”
Add branding to the mix and complications continue. “If a client doesn’t
understand the value of marketing, compound that and unfortunately
the situation gets worse,” Armstrong says. “Branding has a greater
amount of time before you see a return on investment. A good client is
not interested in the next six months but in the next six years.”
And while the fun lies in impacting a client’s sales and watching the
company and its product gain a loyal following, enjoyable challenges
give way to the struggles of doing business in the Southeast. As
technology increasingly provides ways for people to work creatively
outside of major cities or design meccas such as New York, finding good
talent remains difficult.
“That’s the one hard part of being in a smaller city is finding the great
talent or getting the great talent to come here. There is just not a lot of
great companies in the city of Tampa that people are flocking to; there is
not a lot of opportunity here,” says Peters. However, he finds the Internet
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and new graduates are breaking the notion that creative survival equates
to big cities, and Peters finds himself often hiring younger talent who do
not have preconceived notions of the creative industry.
For one-man-show Kristof, he utilizes what he refers to as his SWAT
team of freelancers, including his go-to designer in Wisconsin. While he
can find talent anywhere in the country, allowing him to streamline the
packaging design process so clients aren’t paying for people who are
working on something else for another client, senior account executive
Lisa Hanson finds this type of competition increasingly encroaches on Lift
Creative’s mid-sized agency business.
“Freelance people who don’t have the overhead that an agency has
become almost like an onsite contractor,” she says, adding that they
are definitely competition and as technology makes it easier to work
worldwide from home, more freelancers and small business companies
are emerging. “But I think it’s the long-term relationship that is the
difference. A freelancer is someone who does a specific project. They are
hired to do one particular thing, but often they don’t become a long-term
partner with a company.”
Technology will also continue to blur the lines of various media. What
used to be as simple as marketing via print, radio and television has
become multiple cable stations and the Internet accessible by cell
phones and PDAs, causing traditional ways of showcasing a product to
lose its effectiveness. Today’s successful package designers are thinking
beyond the package to create a 360-degree experience for consumers,
and the Southeast is happy to lead the charge. n
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About the Writer
Lissa Poirot is a freelance writer based in Atlanta
and a member of the Magazine Association of
Georgia and the Southeast. Her writing has run
the gamut, appearing in national magazines like
travelgirl, Modern Bride, Pregnancy & Newborn and
Arthritis Today as well as regional titles like Points
North, Georgia Trend and Lifestyles Magazine. While
her favorite topics include travel for the obvious
perks, she loves interviewing people for different
subjects to learn about industries and life in other
areas. When Poirot is not writing, she spends her
time chasing after her 2-year-old daughter, Sophie,
and 1-year-old son, Ethan. Contact Poirot at
770.343.6515 or lissapoirot@yahoo.com.
About the Designer
Carla Capin is an aspiring freelance designer
based in Atlanta, GA. She is passionate about
all types of print design and loves variety and
challenges, and possesses strengths in illustration
and typography. Her personable character combined with persistence and dedication to excellence
in everything she does has sparked the desire to
pursue a freelance career. She holds a natural
ability to explore challenges from a wide variety
of perspectives, understanding clients’ needs and
desires, and executing the best possible solutions.
To contact, please view her online portfolio at
www.creativehotlist.com/ccapin and/or e-mail at
cmcapin@yahoo.com.

